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If you are interested in writing a review of any of the books listed below please email Dr Aisling McMahon, Books Review Editor at aisling.mcmahon@ncl.ac.uk. Reviews are generally approx. 2,000 words long, but shorter reviews can be considered subject to agreement with the Books Reviews Editor.

- Pamela R. Ferguson and Graeme T. Laurie (Eds), *Inspiring a Medico-Legal Revolution - Essays in honour of Shelia McLean* (Routledge, 2015)
- Nis Hoppe & José Miola, *Medical Law and Medical Ethics* (Cambridge University Press, 2014)
- Jochen Vollmann, Verena Sandoow, Sebastian Wäscher and Jan Schildmann (Eds), *The Ethics of Personalised Medicine – Critical Perspectives* (Routledge, 2015)
- Theodore Bennett, *Cuts and Criminality – Body Alteration in Legal Discourse* (Routledge, 2015)